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‘Folded space’ provides an experience-oriented journey. The project

Unfolding, in another word, is the journey, the process in between

started with my interested in creating line drawings that include multiple

the start and the destination. Unfolding is a means of understanding ‘folds’

vanishing points in one picture frame, which provide the viewers with

as a space-time relationship.

non-linear perceptions of space. The drawings then, are entitled ‘drawings

It also has been a narrative of a process through which has emerged

of folds’, as the visual illusion created by intersecting lines implies that

as a design methodology, that I gradually understand what I believe, how I

the space consists of bendable, folded elements, which interrupt the one-

tend to design, and where my passion lies through my eight-year education

directional perception.

in architecture.

The fold is also a threshold methodology that introduces multiplicity
and differentiation into space while maintaining a continuity in the
transitions between spaces.

Unfolding: Architecture as Dwelling in a Folded Space-Time Continuum

Architecture can be described as the relationship between exterior form and interior space — typically a representation of desire by both architect
and inhabitant. However, when architecture responds specifically to issues of transportation, it must unfold in time and space, creating different spatial
experiences that provoke an evolution in human habitation.

Site

The project locates at Roosevelt Island Subway Station on the Independent
Subway Station System 63rd Street Line. Located in Manhattan on Roosevelt
Island in the East River, it is served by the F train at all times. The station has two
tracks and two side platforms. It is the fourth-deepest station in the New York City
Subway at about 100 feet (30 m) below street level (approximately 10 stories deep).
Due to its depth, the station contains several features not common in the rest of the
system. Similar to stations of the Paris Metro and Washington Metro, the Roosevelt
Island station was built with a high vaulted ceiling and a mezzanine directly visible
above the tracks.

The Roosevelt Island subway stop provides a one-directional experience for
entering and exiting the underground platform. I propose an additional excavation

the existing subway station (on the right)
looking from the street

from street level to the underground platform in order to bring light to the
underground space, then followed by an extension plaza to the existing station on
street level and utilize the transiting in elevation to direct people’s view.

the tramway station looking from the street

Using an excavator and the shoring
system, I propose to direct light from above
to this hidden space below. A construction
process invites penetrating the thickness of
the earth to create a subterranean space — an
opportunity for those in transit to experience
an architectural intervention that unfolds
over a specific space-time continuum. The
experience of unfolding the space through
this subterranean space allows travelers
to pay attention to changing conditions
of light within this passage, as well as
modulations of sound that are felt through
acoustical variations at different speeds and
distance. Shifts in visual orientation affect
the perception of space as travelers move
through the interior thickness to the exterior
conditions of the entrance plaza above.

The construction starts with excavating a 60 ft by 240 ft by 60 ft deep cube
of dirt. Steel pipes bore into the ground and support the loads from the earth.
Digging 40 ft deeper, pipes function not only as structure components, but also
become the light source and visual interactive elements for the subterranean space.
The passengers that choose to walk the stairs, will be able to circulate back into
the existing station to exit to the street level entering the sunken plaza, which will
divert the pedestrian flow to the underground again and have people walk back to
the ground through a ramp under an angled roof to complete the experience.

Framing the dark

The lights shining through the
gap from the above and illuminating
the areas around your feet, render
the tunnel with a gradient from the
brightest areas right beneath the gap to
the darkest edges where the concrete
shield meets the platform floor.
However, what’s darker than the dark
is right in front of you. The openings on
the side shield, divert you away from the
lights and walked further into the dark.

Framing the sky

Walking up the ramp and exiting
to the street under an angled roof, your
steps are slowed down and you look up
to the opening, hoping to estimate how
far you are from the ground. What’s at
the converging lines of sight, however, is
the tramway rail, the Queensboro Bridge
and the sky.

Evolution changes humans’ body
and mind. While humans’ ability of
moving towards a destination has been
aggrandized by the invention of new means
of transportation and the improvement
of urban infrastructures, humans’ mind,
however, is left behind and not in sync
with the body, one’s travel becomes
vehicle’s travel. That is the jet lag.
Vehicles with greater acceleration
and longer duration fold time and space,
put human in the fold. Goals for a moving
vehicle are probably receiving less
resistance and moving faster in order to
reach the destination earlier, travel for
human however, the experience through
the journey weighs more than the moment
of arrival.

The reason why the construction
process is much involved in the project,
leaving the construction site and scaffolds
as a parallel spatial experience to the
existing subway station, is that it’s
important for the travelers to understand
the effort(eg. time, energy and human
power etc.) it took sending them running
underground and directing lights to the
subterranean space.
The end of the final review is the
start of a new project further developing
the core ideas and adding thoughts from
different scales and dimensions as time
goes.

Unfolding: a Process of Understanding Folds as a Spatial Condition

This part consists of the writings, drawings and models as research methods assisting the exploration of
‘folded space-time’ and ‘unfolding as an experience’. The scales involved arrange from a drawing, a room to the
jet lag and the sunbeam refraction.
The research materials have been the source of inspiration and support of the Roosevelt Island Subway
Station Experiential Design. Also, they provide possibilities in diverse aspects for me to test the thesis ideas over
and over again under different scales and context.

Narrow & Wide, a tightrope walker

I guess you can’t own both,
a 30 ft long balance bar
and a window as wide as the length of a bed,
the high wire walker thought.
It’s dangerous to set up my bed right underneath my wire.
It took me a while to figure it out,
and still,
more than half of my bed has to stay on my friend’s side.

Luckily the foundation of my wire was able to fit in.
And my friends were generous enough
to let me occupy the air above them
that they aren’t using.

Barbed Wire, Epilogue

History is embodied.

Architecture is above all the aggregation of sections.
Lines aggregate to construct illusion of spaces that become sections.

If history is about flesh-and-blood individuals interacting in
material space, it also follows that history is not confined to

I layout lines then I observe them.			

humanity alone.

They disappear then appear at the other side.
I follow them.

One of the main features of history is the prevention of motion.
						

Fold the paper,

In particular, one can point to a modern equation between

cut the paper,

the actors. The historical significance of barbed wire is that it

composite the paper,

served as an agent in this topological inversion (points were

I move in space.

left for motion).							

Lines turn a corner.
Lines extend beyond paper.

To have our motion prevented is unpleasant, at the basic

Lines disappear in one perspective then appear in the other one.

biological level.

I fill lines in between those perspectives.
Then I observe again.

Me Telling Stories about How (L)I(nes) Behave
Preface

What’s downward??

Lines move in space.
Lines run past me.
I’ve been staring at them for too long that I’m confused if they’re running
forward or backward

Soon they got used to it, then they forgot all about downward.
If they had looked UP from the paper that they lived on,
they would be looking for the first time at the sun that enlightens their world,
if they do understood UP.
That’s the story when they missed the first chance to learn about the idea of
being beyond the paper.

Absence
Like humans,
lines come and go, thus every now and then some free space appears.
Some lines started to feel something that they have never experienced before,
if they do have feelings.
They felt that their stomach was pulled to neither front nor back.
DOWNWARD.
A word suddenly flooded into their minds,
if they do think.
Where is it come from? They had no idea.
What does it mean? They had no idea.
I must be dying, every one of them thought.
What’s dying? Where did the lines come from?
They started to panic,
again, if they do have any feelings.
Unconsciously, they moved faster as if they could run away from this
uncomfortable weird force,
which was twisting them, twisting their world.
DOWNWARD.

Recurrence
How would you explain if someone asks you what a black hole is?
There might be some sign when you are near one,
maybe a flash,
maybe a smell of mysterious dangerousness.
However, you might already be falling through one or appear in another
place before you understand the sign,
---teleportation;
or you might be spotted in different locations at the same time, ignoring all
the known rules about space-time.
That’s similar to what would happen when lines run into a white field.
An assumption to what happens in a white field could be that
they ran so far that they reached another surface,
then they made a U-turn.
Some lines though were never about to figure out a way out of the white field.
That results in their absence.

Above all,
like last time,
lines had no idea when they fell into a white field and fell out
Mutely they missed a second chance.

I said.

Division

Oh,
What does this mean?
What to observe?
You crazy voice...

There was this one line
that deviated from the original direction.
The lines after him deviated with him.

I know that he’s moving again.
They are moving again because they sound further and further.
They have no idea.

My line brother from one side sounds fainter, he said.
I attempted in vain to explain that his bro being further away from him.
He just wouldn’t understand because to him,
his bro has been there looking exactly the same.

I drew them.
I observe.
I cut boundary.
I drew them again.
I observe again.

Differentiation & Identification

I move in space.

Now you are forming shapes and volumes,
I told them.
Do you feel the difference how air flows over you?
WHO ARE YOU?
They rudely respond.
Who is this crazy voice that kept instilling all these crazy words in us,
(as if he really has an inside)?
I.. I observe.

Perspective - point of view inside a fold

Perspectives
A set of line drawings from the Thesis Probe last semester, each one of which constructing perspectives from one station point and two target points. They are
regarded as point of views from a fold in space. The superposition of the two set of lines enable the intersection of lines from the point of view, which leaves ambiguities in
the interpretation of the space.

Folding (in)

Interpreting a ‘fold’ as not a structure but a space-time condition, the materiality exploration started from assuming that ‘thickness’ is one of the givens of a fold.

Folding

(A)Fold comes from regarding the cross
section of a crease a circle with radius instead of
a point. And physicality results in distance/ space
in between the two sides of a fold. The experiment
shows the angle in relation to the thickness of the
wood.
The length of the two sides are decided
according to an astio rate curve in relation with
the angle. The idea began with circles, however the
model is presented with wedges rather than arcs,
triangles/ trapezoids instead of circles.

penetration
target point
angle of sight
SCALE: 4” = 1’

Folding (in)

“The outside is not a fixed limit but a moving matter animated by peristaltic movements, folds and foldings that together make up an inside: they are not
something other than the outside, but precisely the inside of the outside.”
																		Deleuze – Foucault p.96-97

While folding, one side becomes the outside that implies not only a fixed limit, a boundary, but also a series of peristaltic movements, while the other side that is
enclosing becomes an inside of the outside, and then almost simultaneously the outside of an inside.

Light Refraction

Sunbeam Bended while Traveling
through the Atmosphere because of
Light Refraction

Contradictory Near Simultaneity

The Recovery of Jet Lag

Contradictory Near Simultaneity

‘Walls’ and ‘Ramps’

The Two Semi-spheres that
Accommodate ‘Walls’ and ‘Ramps’

Measuring Time

Apertures, Thresholds, Journey

This book is a documentation of the collection body of work completed between
September 2016 and May 2017 towards a thesis project.

This book was set in Georgia. Georgia was designed by MATTHEW CARTER in 1993
for Microsoft Typography.

This book was designed with Adobe Indesign Creative Cloud 2015.

This book was designed by FEIYI BIE, May 2017.

Thank you for taking this journey with me.

